
City of Edmonton Doubles Portfolio 
Penetration with Genesys Cloud Solution

SUCCESS STORY

The City of Edmonton experienced the impact of the economic recession on its collections 
efforts. By leveraging the Genesys Cloud on-demand platform and domain expertise in 
collections, the City maximized portfolio penetration, increased revenue collected, and 
significantly lowered its cost-per-contact rate.

Business Challenge
The City of Edmonton relied on three agents to make up to 120 calls per day collecting on 
overdue ambulance bills. Yet their collections efforts were yielding minimal results. In 
traditional manual and predictive dialing environments, 50-75% of each agent’s time can 
be consumed by low value activities such as manual call attempts, reaching the wrong 
party, and having calls reach answering machines and voicemail systems. 

Recognizing the negative impact of these activities on both productivity and revenue, the 
City of Edmonton sought out an automated solution to increase the agents’ time spent 
actually collecting on past due accounts.

Genesys Cloud Solution
In evaluating automated collections solutions, the City of Edmonton collections division 
immediately recognized the value of a hosted automated voice messaging solution. It 
chose Genesys Cloud because of its flexible pay-as-you go platform as well  
as its expertise in the collections space. Capabilities such as 98% answering machine 
detection and call suppression make Genesys Cloud ideal for collections environments.  
The Genesys Cloud solution produces superior results and offers the greatest price per 
performance value. 
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Prior to using Genesys Cloud, the City of Edmonton was only able to place 3,000 calls 
on a monthly basis, reaching only about 400 contacts. The Genesys Cloud solution 
initiates nearly 12,000 calls on a monthly basis, reaching over 2,800 contacts — a 
700% increase over manual calling efforts. Using a call pacing algorithm, Genesys 
Cloud automatically adjusts its outbound call attempts to the number of available 
agents so that agents are not overwhelmed with inbound call volumes. 

The City of Edmonton Strategy
The City of Edmonton uses Genesys Cloud to reach debtors who are less than 30 days 
past due. The Genesys Cloud call is a “soft” payment reminder which asks the individual 
to verify their contact information to ensure the debtor is receiving past due notices. When 
a call is answered, Genesys Cloud automatically verifies whether or not the debtor is on 
the line and prompts the right party to connect to a live agent. If Genesys Cloud detects 
an answering machine, a message is left asking the debtor to return the call at his or her 
earliest convenience. Genesys Cloud notifies the City of Edmonton of wrong or 
disconnected numbers so they can be suppressed from the calling list and sent to a skip 
tracing group if needed.

Using Genesys Cloud to verify that the right party is reached results in agents spending 
more time talking with debtors who are likely to pay. Further, by using Genesys Cloud to 
reach individuals in early stage collections, the City of Edmonton quickly captures the 
low-hanging fruit, reduces its roll rates, and can scrub wrong numbers without tying up 
agent time. This strategy allows the City of Edmonton to maximize portfolio penetration 
and revenue collected while maintaining a cost-per-contact rate that is significantly lower 
than the cost of a live agent.

“Genesys Cloud has helped the City of Edmonton increase 
portfolio penetration by over 100% and improve our collections 
revenue by over $600,000 from the year before.” 
SHAFIQ ISLAM, COLLECTIONS AND CREDIT MANAGER,  
THE CITY OF EDMONTON 

Results
Genesys Cloud helped the City of Edmonton recover an additional $600,000 in 
revenue from their collections efforts – a 16% increase over their manual efforts. 
Furthermore, the City of Edmonton used  Genesys Cloud to collect insurance 
information that resulted in an additional $330,000 in revenue from insurance claims. 

As a result, both staff productivity and dollars collected per agent hour have 
dramatically increased. These results have clearly made a difference for the City of 
Edmonton and its collections staff. The agents enjoy working with Genesys Cloud 
because it helps them spend more of their time in productive conversations and less 
time dialing. For the City of Edmonton, the bottom line lies in improved results. The 
more revenue collected, the more effectively the City of Edmonton can operate.

KEY BENEFITS
• Maximizes portfolio penetration

• Accelerates the collections cycle

• Increases revenue collected

• Lowers cost-per-contact rate

• Reduces roll rates

• Boosts staff productivity
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